Random sampling is a technique for signal acquisition which is gaining popularity in practical signal processing systems. Nowadays, eventdriven analog-to-digital converters make random sampling feasible in practical applications. A process of random sampling is defined by a sampling pattern, which indicates signal sampling points in time. Practical random sampling patterns are constrained by ADC characteristics and application requirements. In this paper authors introduce statistical methods which evaluate random sampling pattern generators with emphasis on practical applications. Furthermore, the authors propose a new random pattern generator which copes with strict practical limitations imposed on patterns, with possibly minimal loss in randomness of sampling. The proposed generator is compared with existing sampling pattern generators using the introduced statistical methods. It is shown that the proposed algorithm generates random sampling patterns dedicated for event-driven-ADCs better than existed sampling pattern generators. Finally, implementation issues of random sampling patterns are discussed.
Introduction
In many of today's signal processing systems there is a need for random signal sampling. The idea of random signal sampling dates back to early years of the study on signal processing [1] . Recently, this method of sampling has received more attention hence to a relatively new field of signal acquisition known as compressed sensing [2, 3] . It was shown that in many compressed sensing applications the random sampling is a correct choice for signal acquisition [4] . The random sampling gives a possibility to sample below Nyquist rate, which lowers the power dissipation and reduces the number of samples to be processed. A process of random sampling is defined by a sampling pattern, which indicates signal sampling points in time. Generation and analysis of random sampling patterns which are dedicated to be implemented in analogto-digital converters is a subject of this work.
In practice, sampling according to a given sampling pattern is realized with analog-to-digital converters [5, 6] . Currently event-driven analog-to-digital converters, which are able to realize random sampling, are available [7, 8] . These converters have certain practical constraints coming from implementation issues, which consequently puts implementation-related constraints on sampling patterns. These constraints concern minimum and maximum time intervals between adjacent sampling points. Furthermore, there are application-related constraints which concern stable average sampling frequency of sampling patterns, equal probability of occurrence of possible sampling points, and uniqueness of generated patterns.
The well known random sampling pattern generators are: Additive Random Sampling and Jittered Sampling [9, 10] . The existing sampling pattern generators do not take into account the implementation constraints, which is an obstacle in practical applications. There have been some attempts to generate more practical sampling patterns [11, 12] but none of the proposed sampling pattern generators are designed to address all the implementation constrains. Furthermore, there is a question of practical evaluation of sampling pattern generators. Due to the constantly increasing available computational power it has become possible to analyze random pattern generators statistically within a reasonable time frame. According to the authors knowledge there is no scientific work published which concerns multiparameter statistical analysis of random sampling patterns.
The problem which this work solves is composed of two parts. Firstly, how to evaluate different sampling pattern generators with emphasis on practical applications? Secondly, how to construct a sampling pattern generator which generates random sampling patterns with given number of sampling points and given intervals between sampling points, without any or with possibly minimum loss in randomness? Statistical parameters which assess random sampling pattern generators with respect to the requirements described above are described in this paper. Afterwards, the paper proposes a sampling pattern generator which is able to produce constrained random sampling patterns dedicated for use in practical acquisition systems. The proposed generator is compared with existing solutions and its implementation issues are discussed.
The paper is organized as follows. The problem of random sampling patterns generation is identified in Section 2. Statistical parameters for random pattern generators are proposed in Section 3. A new random sampling pattern generator for patterns to be used in practical applications is proposed in Section 4. The proposed generator is compared with existing generators in Section 5. Some of the implementation issues of random sampling patterns are discussed in Section 6. Conclusions close the paper in Section 7. The paper follows the reproducible research paradigm [13] , therefore all of the code associated with the paper is available online [14].
Problem formulation

Random sampling patterns
This paper focuses on generation and analysis of random sampling patterns. The purpose of this Section is to formally define a sampling pattern and its parameters, and to discuss requirements for sampling patterns and sampling pattern generators. A sampling pattern T is an ordered set (sequence) with K s fixed sampling time points:
Elements of such a set T must increase monotonically with respect to the order:
Time length τ of a sampling pattern is equal to the time length of a signal or a signal segment on which the sampling pattern is applied. The time length τ may be higher than the last time point in a pattern: τ ≥ t Ks . Any sampling point t k ∈ T is a multiple of a sampling grid period T g :
The sampling grid is a set:
where K g is the number of sampling grid points in a sampling pattern. It can be stated that a pattern T is a subset of a grid set G (T ⊂ G). The sampling grid period T g describes the resolution of the sampling process. In practice, the lowest possible sampling grid depends on the performance of the used ADC and its control circuitry and the clock jitter conditions [5, 6, 7] . A sampling pattern may be represented as indices of sampling grid:
Let us define a set D which contains K s − 1 intervals between the sampling points:
If all the intervals are equal (∀k : d k = T s ), then T is a uniform sampling pattern with a sampling period equal to T s . If the time intervals are chosen randomly, then T is a random sampling pattern. A random sampling pattern T is applied to a signal s(t) of length τ :
where y ∈ R Ks is a vector of observed signal samples. The average sampling frequency f s of a random sampling pattern depends on the number of sampling time points in the pattern:
An example of a random sampling pattern is shown in Fig. 1 .
Random patterns generation problem
Let us denote a nontrivial problem P(N, τ, T g , f † s , t min , t max ) of generation of a multiset (bag) A with N random sampling patterns. The time length of sampling patterns is τ , grid period is T g . The requested average sampling frequency of patterns is f † s , minimum and maximum intervals between sampling points are t min and t max respectively. The problem P is solved by random sampling pattern generators. The generators should meet requirements in 2.4, all the produced sampling patterns must meet the requirements given below in 2.3.
Requirements for random sampling patterns
Frequency stability
A random sampling pattern generator must produce sampling patterns with a requested average sampling frequency f † s . If the average sampling frequency f s is lower than the requested sampling frequency, then the quality of signal reconstruction may be compromised. On the contrary, higher sampling frequency f s than the requested f † s causes unnecessary power consumption.
Minimum and maximum time intervals
A requirement for minimum interval t min between sampling points comes from the ADC technological constraints [5, 6, 7, 8] . Violation of this requirement may render the sampling pattern impossible to implement with a given ADC. Similarly, there may be a requirement of maximum interval between samples t max .
Generating an adequate random sampling pattern is realizable if t min ≤ T † s and t max ≥ T † s , where T † s = 1/f † s is the requested average sampling period.
Unique sampling points
As stated in (2) , sampling points in a given sampling pattern T cannot be repeated. Repeated sampling points do not make practical sense since a signal can be sampled only once in a given time moment. If a sampling pattern contains repeated sampling points, then a dedicated routine must remove these repeated points.
2.4 Requirements for random sampling pattern generators
Uniform probability density function for grid points
As described in 2.1, a sampling pattern T is an ordered set which is a subset of a grid G. In other words, sampling points are drawn from a pool of grid points. The sampling pattern generator should not favor any of the sampling grid points. Ideally, all of the sampling points should be equi-probable.
Pattern uniqueness
Repeated sampling patterns generate unnecessary processing overhead, especially if sampling patterns are generated offline and further processed ( Fig.  4 ). An additional search routine which removes replicas of sampling patterns must be implemented in this case. Therefore, the ideal random sampling pattern generator should not repeat sampling patterns unless all the possible sampling patterns have been generated.
Statistical evaluation of random sampling patterns generators
This Section introduces statistical parameters for evaluation of a tested random sampling pattern generator. Aim of these parameters is to assess how well sampling patterns produced by the evaluated generator cope with the requirements described in 2.3 and 2.4. These parameters are to be computed for a bag A of N patterns produced by the evaluated generator, the parameters are computed using the Monte Carlo method. It is checked if every generated sampling pattern fulfills requirements given in 2.3 and if a generated bag (multiset) of sampling patterns fulfill requirements given in the 2.4.
Frequency stability error parameters
Let us introduce a statistical parameter indicating how well the evaluated generator fulfills the imposed requirement of the requested average sampling frequency f † s (2.1):
where f (n) s is the average sampling frequency of the n-th sampling pattern. Since all the sampling patterns have the same time length τ , in practice it is usually more convenient to use the requested number of sampling points in a pattern K † s and count the number of actual sampling points in a pattern K (n) s . This parameter is an average value of a relative frequency error of every sampling pattern. The lower the parameter e f is, the better is the frequency stability of the generator. Additionally, let us introduce a γ f parameter:
which is the ratio of patterns in a bag A which violate the frequency stability requirement. The parameter γ (n) f = 1 denotes if the average sampling frequency of the n-th pattern is incorrect.
Sampling point interval error parameters
Let us introduce statistical parameters which indicate how well the assessed generator meets the interval requirements discussed in Sec. 2.3.2. For a given nth sampling pattern T (n) let us create ordered subsets D
where D is a set with intervals between sampling points as in (6) . These subsets contain intervals between samples which violate the minimum and the maximum requirements between sampling points t min and t max respectively:
Now let us introduce statistical parameters e min and e max :
where |D (n) | = K s − 1 as in (6) . In English, these parameters contain the average squared ratio of the number of intervals in a pattern which violate minimum/maximum interval requirements to the number of all intervals between sampling points in a pattern. The lower the above parameters are, the better the evaluated generator meets interval requirements. Similarly to the frequency stability parameter, let us introduce γ min and γ max parameters:
which are additional parameters which are equal to ratios of patterns which violate minimum or maximum intervals between sampling patterns. Parameters γ (n) min = 1 and γ (n) max = 1 denote if the n-th pattern meets the requirement of minimum and maximum intervals respectively.
Ratio of incorrect patterns
It is possible to assign to every n-th pattern a parameter γ (n) which denotes if a pattern violates the frequency stability (2.3.1) or the interval requirements (2.3.2). The ratio of incorrect patterns γ of a bag A is:
where ∨ is a logical disjunction. Using parameter γ (n) it is possible to generate a sub-bag A (⋆) ⊑ A which contains only correct patterns from the bag A:
Ideally, a sub-bag with correct patterns A ⋆ is identical to the original bag A.
Quality parameter: Probability density distribution
Let us introduce a statistical parameter e p which indicates if the probability density of occurrence for grid points in patterns from bag A is uniformly distributed:
The probability of occurrence of the m-th grid point p g (m) is:
where K g is the number of sampling grid points in a sampling pattern, K t is the total number of sampling points in all the patterns in a bag A. The parameter g m (n) indicates whether the m-th grid point is used in the n-th sampling pattern T (n) :
Additionally, let us introduce a statistical parameter e ⋆ p which is calculated identically to e p , but based on sampling patterns from subbag A ⋆ (18).
Quality parameter: Uniqueness of patterns
Let us create a set A # for a bag A of N sampling patterns generated by the evaluated pattern generator which contains only unique patterns from A. Similarly, let us create a set A ⋆ # which contains only unique patterns from the subbag with correct patterns A ⋆ (18). Now let us introduce parameters η N and η (⋆)
These parameters count the number of unique patterns and unique correct patterns in the bag A with N generated patterns.
Pattern generators
Algorithms of sampling pattern generators are presented in this Section. Subsection 4.1 presents existed, widely known Jittered Sampling and Additive Random Sampling algorithms. Subsection 4.2 presents the proposed sampling pattern generator algorithm, which is tailored to fulfill the requirements presented in 2.3 and 2.4. Please note that all the algorithms presented in this paper generate sampling patterns represented as indices of sampling grid points as in (5).
Jittered Sampling and Additive Random Sampling
Jittered Sampling (JS) and Additive Random Sampling (ARS) algorithms are widely used to generate random sequences. There are 4 input variables to the JS and ARS algorithms: requested time of a sampling pattern τ , grid period T g , requested average sampling frequency f † s and the variance parameter σ 2 . The realizable time of a sampling patternτ may differ from the given requested time of a pattern τ if the given time is not a multiple of the given grid period T g . Before either of the algorithms is started, the number of grid points K g in a sampling pattern, the realizable time of a sampling patternτ and the realizable requested number of sampling pointsK † s must be computed:
where the square brackets signify rounding. As the algorithms operate on a discrete set of grid points, the realizable requested average sampling frequencyf † s may differ from the requested sampling frequency f † s . The realizable requested average sampling frequencyf † s and realizable requested average sampling pe-riodT † s is computed:
whereN † s is the requested average sampling period recalculated to the number of grid periods. If the computed realizable requested sampling frequencyf † s is different than the requested sampling frequency f † s , the problem of generation of sampling patterns is not well stated. Before the algorithms start, the index of a correct sampling pointk and the starting position of the sampling point n 0 must be reset:k = 0 n 0 = 0 (25)
In the Jittered Sampling algorithm, every sampling point is a uniform sampling point which is randomly "jittered":
In Additive Random Sampling every sampling point is computed using the previous sampling point to which an average sampling period and a random value are added:
The practical versions of both JS and ARS algorithms are presented in Alg. 1. After generation of a pattern, any repeated sampling point must be removed (line 12 of Alg. 1). It is because in these algorithms there is no guarantee that sampling points are not repeated. IF n * k > 0 AND n * k <τ 8:
nk ← n * k 9:
Assign T ′ (k) ← nk 10:k ←k + 1 11: END 12: Remove repeated sampling points in T
'ANGIE' algorithm
It was the authors' aim to propose an algorithm which would perfectly cope with the requirements described in 2.3 and as much as possible with the requirements in 2.4. The ratio of incorrect patterns γ (17) generated by the algorithm should always equal 0, while keeping the probability density parameter e p (Sec. 3.4) as low as possible and the uniqueness parameter η N = η ⋆ N (Sec. 3.5) as high as possible. The parameters e ⋆ p and η ⋆ N must equals e p and η N respectively, as the subbag with correct patterns A ⋆ must be identical to the subbag with all the patterns A (all the generated patterns must be correct). Therefore the authors proposed the ANGIE (rANdom sampling Generator with Intervals Enabled) algorithm. The input variables to the algorithm are identical as to the JS and ARS algorithms (4.1), with additional variables for the allowed time between samples (t min , t max ).
Before the ANGIE algorithm starts, the following precomputations must be done. Similarly to the JS and ARS algorithms, the number of grid points in a sampling pattern (K g ), the realizable time of a sampling pattern (τ ) and the realizable number of sampling points in a sampling patternK † s must be computed as in (23). Then the minimum and the maximum time between sampling points must be recalculated to the number of grid points:
In the proposed algorithm there are 2 limit variables, n − k and n + k , which are the first and the last possible position of a k-th sampling point. These variables are updated after generation of every sampling point. Before the algorithm starts these variables must be initialized:
The number of sampling points left to be generated is updated before generation of every sampling point:
where k is the index of the current sampling point. The average sampling period for the remaining n left k sampling points and the expected position e k of the k-th sampling point is:
In the proposed algorithm, a k-th sampling point n k may differ from its expected position e k by the interval n d k . Before computing this interval the algorithm must compute intervals to the limits:
and then the lower from the above intervals is the correct interval n d k :
The first sampling point is drawn using a uniformly distributed variable x u :
while the rest of the sampling points are drawn using the normal distribution:
Finally, the algorithm checks if the drawn sampling moment n k does not violate the limits n − k and n + k :
In the last step the limits for the next sampling point are computed. The lower and the higher limits are computed as:
If the maximum time between samples is valid (t max < inf), then the higher limit should be additionally checked for t max :
The proposed algorithm is presented in Alg. 2. Compute the expected position e k as in (31) 8:
Compute the interval n d k as in (33) 9:
Draw samp. moment n k as in (34) or (35) 10:
Check and correct n k as in (36) 11:
Assign T ′ (k) ← n k 12:
Update the limits n − k+1 and n + k+1 as in (37) (38) 13: END
Numerical experiment
In this section, the performance of the proposed ANGIE algorithm is experimentally compared with the JS and ARS algorithms. All the three algorithms, (ARS, JS and ANGIE) are used to produce sampling patterns with the characteristics given below. Parameters of sampling patterns given in Section 3 are computed for all the algorithms. A toolbox with pattern generators and evaluation functions was created to facilitate the experiment. Emphasis was set on validation of parts of the software. The toolbox, together with its documentation, is available online at [14] . Using the content available at [14] it is possible to reproduce the presented numerical simulations.
Experiment setup
The duration τ of sampling patterns is set to 1 ms, sampling grid period T g is equal to 1 µs. The requested average sampling frequency of patterns is set to 100 kHz, which corresponds to an average sampling period equal to 10 µs. The minimum time between sampling points is t min = 5µs, there is no requirement for maximum time between sampling points (t min = inf). The variance σ 2 is logarithmically swept in the range [10 −4 , 10 2 ].
The computed statistical parameters of sampling patterns are automatically tested for convergence. A mean value is accounted as converged, if for the last 2 · 10 4 patterns it did not change more than 1% of the mean value computed for the all patterns currently tested. The minimum number of sampling patterns tested is 10 5 . The uniqueness parameters η N and η ⋆ N (22) are computed after N = 10 5 patterns.
Experiment results
Error parameters computed for the tested sampling pattern generators are plotted in Fig. 6 . The ratio of incorrect patterns are plotted in Fig. 5 . This ratio for the ANGIE algorithm (blue ⋄) is equal to 0 for all the values of variance σ 2 , so all the pattens have correct average sampling frequency and intervals between sampling points. Patterns generated by the JS (green ) and ARS algorithms (black ) are all correct for very low values of the variance σ 2 , but the quality parameters e p and η 20 for these σ 2 values are poor ( Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 ). In Fig. 6 it can be seen that for nearly all the values of variance σ, the frequency stability of the patterns generated by JS and ARS algorithms is compromised, and for most of the values of σ 2 , the requirement of minimum intervals between sampling points is not met by these algorithms.
The best values of the parameter e p are achieved for JS (green ) and ARS (black ) algorithms (Fig. 7) , but only if all the patterns (also incorrect) are taken into account (parameter e p ). If the quality parameter was computed only for the correct patterns (parameter e ⋆ p ), it can be clearly seen that the proposed algorithm (blue ) performs significantly better than the JS (yellow ) and ARS algorithms (yellow ⋆). Furthermore, the best values of e ⋆ p are found for the values of variance σ for which most of the patterns produced by the JS and ARS algorithms are incorrect. Plots of the best probability density functions found for the tested algorithms are in Fig. 9 . Fig. 8 shows the number of unique patterns produced by the tested algorithms. The number of unique correct patterns produced by the proposed algorithm is higher than the number produced by JS and ARS algorithms for any variance value σ 2 ≥ 10 −2 .
The above results show that the proposed algorithm ANGIE performs better than the JS and ARS algorithms. All the patterns generated by the ANGIE algorithm are correct, have a parameter γ (n) defined as in (17) equal to 0. The quality parameters described in Sec. 3.4 and Sec. 3.5 are better for the pro-posed algorithm. It can be seen that the variance value σ 2 which is an internal algorithm parameter should be adjusted to a given problem. For the given problem, the proposed algorithm performs best for σ 2 = 10 −2 .
Implementation issues
In this Section the authors discuss some of the implementation issues of random sampling patterns. In this paper the authors focus on offline sampling pattern generation (Fig. 4) , where patterns are prepared offline by a computational server and then stored in a memory which is a part of a signal processing system. Immediate generation of sampling patterns would require very fast pattern generators which are able to generate every sampling point in a time much shorter than minimum time between sampling points t min . The ANGIE algorithm (Alg. 2) requires a number of floating point computations before every sampling point is computed, therefore very powerful computational circuit would be necessary in real time applications where t min < 1µs.
Software patterns generator
In practical applications there is a need to generate N ≫ 1 sampling patterns. Sampling patterns are generated offline (Fig. 4 ) on a computational server. In naive implementation, Alg. 2 is repeated N times to generate N random sampling patterns. This approach is suboptimal as because computation of initial parameters from equations (23) and (28) (lines 2-3) is unnecessarily repeated N times. In the optimal implementation lines 2-3 are performed only once before a bag of patterns is generated.
The authors implemented the ANGIE algorithm (naive implementation) in Python. Furthermore, the authors prepared an optimized implementation in Python and C, Python version is vectorized. All the implementations are available for download at [14] . Fig. 10 shows time needed to generate N = 10 5 sampling patterns. Parameters of sampling patterns are identical to the parameters used in the experiment described in Section 5.1. The average sampling frequency is swept from 10 kHz to 100 kHz, the duration of the patterns is kept fixed. Measurements were made on an Intel Core i5-3570K CPU, a single core of the CPU was used.
The ANGIE algorithm operates mostly on integer numbers, it requires maximally three floating point operations p. sampling point. The algorithm time complexity vs. the average sampling frequency of a pattern is O(n) (consider the logarithmic vertical scale), because lines 5-13 in Alg. 2 are repeated for every sampling point which must be generated. As expected, the optimized vectorized Python / optimized C implementation is much faster than the naive Python implementation.
Driver of an analog-to-digital converter
The analog-to-digital converter driver is a digital circuit which triggers the converter according to a given sampling pattern. The maximum clock frequency of the driver determines the minimum grid period. Detailed construction of the driver depends on the used ADC, the correct signals which drive the converter must be generated.
A simple driver marks the 'sample now' signal every time the grid counter reaches a value equal to the current sampling time point. Such a driver was implemented in VHDL language. The structure of the driver is shown in Fig.  11 . Due to the internal structure of the control circuit, the grid period is eighth times longer then the input clock period. 
where K g is the number of grid points in a pattern and K s is the number of sampling points in a pattern. Depending on the available size of memory, different numbers of sampling patterns can be stored. Fig. 12 shows the relation between the memory size and the probability density distribution parameter e p (19) computed for the proposed ANGIE algorithm. The parameters of the sampling patterns are identical to the parameters used in the experiment described in Section 5.1, although four different average sampling frequencies are used.
As expected, the higher average sampling frequency of patterns, the better distribution of probability density function (parameter e p is lower). The higher average sampling frequency of patterns, the more memory is needed to achieve the best possible probability density distribution parameter e p . If the available memory is low, the distribution of probability density function becomes less equi-probable. This paper discussed generation of random sampling patterns dedicated to event-driven analog-to-digital converters. Constraints and requirements for random sampling patterns and pattern generators were discussed. Statistical parameters which evaluate sampling pattern generators were introduced. The authors proposed a new algorithm which generates constrained random sampling patterns. The patterns generated by the proposed algorithm were compared with patterns generated by the state-of-the-art algorithms (Jittered Sampling and Additive Random Sampling). It was shown, that the proposed algorithm performs better in generation of random sampling patterns dedicated to event-driven ADCs. Implementation issues of the proposed method were discussed. 
